Accumulation of partly folded states in the equilibrium unfolding of ervatamin A: spectroscopic description of the native, intermediate, and unfolded states.
Ervatamin A, a cysteine proteases from Ervatamia coronaria, has been used as model system to examine structure-function relationship by equilibrium unfolding methods. Ervatamin A belongs to alpha+beta class of proteins and exhibit stability towards temperature and chemical denaturants. Acid induced unfolding of ervatamin A was incomplete with respect to the structural content of the enzyme. Between pH 0.5 and 2.0, the enzyme is predominantly in beta-sheet conformation and shows a strong ANS binding suggesting the existence of a partially unfolded intermediate state (I(A) state). Surprisingly, high concentrations of GuHCl required to unfold this state and the transition mid points GuHCl induced unfolding curves are significantly higher. GuHCl induced unfolding of ervatamin A at pH 3.0 as well as at pH 4.0 is complex and cannot be satisfactorily fit to a two-state model for unfolding. Besides, a strong ANS binding to the protein is observed at low concentration of GuHCl, indicating the presence of intermediate in the unfolding pathway. On the other hand, even in the presence of urea (8M) the enzyme retains all the activity as well as structural parameters at neutral pH. However, the protein is susceptible to urea unfolding at pH 3.0 and below. Urea induced unfolding of ervatamin A at pH 3.0 is cooperative and the transitions curves obtained by different probes are and non-coincidental. Temperature denaturation of ervatamin A in I(A) state is non-cooperative, contrary to the cooperativity seen with native protein, suggesting the presence of two parts in the molecular structure of ervatamin A may be domains, with different stability that unfolds in steps. Careful inspection of biophysical properties of intermediate states populated in urea and GuHCl (I(UG) state) induced unfolding suggests all these three intermediates are identical and populated in different conditions. However, the properties of the intermediate (I(A) state) identified at pH approximately 1.5 are different from those of the I(UG) state.